
 

Annual Program 2023 
 

 

November 19, 2022 – February 5, 2023 

 

Jean-Frédéric Schnyder  Hauptraum   *1945, Switzerland 

The Otolith Group   Galerie    Collective, 2002 founded in London 

Patricia L. Boyd   Grafisches Kabinett  *1980, London 

 

February 17 – April 16, 2023 

 

Christine Sun Kim   Hauptraum   *1980, USA / Berlin 

Kresiah Mukwazhi   Galerie    *1992, Harare 

Jordan Strafer    Grafisches Kabinett  *1990, Miami / New York 

 

April 28 – June 18, 2023 

 

Vivian Suter    Hauptraum   *1949, Buenos Aires 

Margaret Salmon   Galerie    *1975, New York / Glasgow 

Karrabing Film Collective  Grafisches Kabinett  Collective, Australia 

 

June 30 – September 3, 2023 

 

Lazar Lyutakov   Hauptraum   Bulgaria / Vienna 

Delaine Le Bas   Galerie    *1965, Great Britain 

Chen Chieh-Jen   Grafisches Kabinett  *1960, Taiwan 

 

September 15 – November 12, 2023 

 

SoiL Thornton    Hauptraum   *1990, New York 

Mai Ling    Galerie    Collective, Vienna 

Mykola Ridnyi    Grafisches Kabinett  *1985, Charkiw 

 

December 1, 2023 – January 28, 2024 

 

Tishan Hsu    Hauptraum   *1951, Boston 

Charlotte Prodger   Galerie    *1974, Bournemouth 

Agency of Singular Investigations Grafisches Kabinett  S. Shuripa & A. Titova, Moscow 

 

Permanent presentation: Gustav Klimt, Beethoven Frieze 

  



 

Christine Sun Kim 

February 17 – April 16, 2023 

Hauptraum 
 

 

 

Christine Sun Kim, Alphabet From the Speller̕̕'s Point of View, 2019, Charcoal and oil pastel on paper, 125 x 

125 cm, Courtesy the artist and François Ghebaly Gallery, photo: Peter Harris Studio 

 

 

Christine Sun Kim, Echo Trap, 2021, mural, installation view, MMK Frankfurt, Frankfurt, Germany, Courtesy of 

the Artist, MMK Frankfurt and François Ghebaly Gallery, photo: Axel Schneider 

 



 

Christine Sun Kim’s art brims with rhythm and dynamic energy. Small-format drawings and sprawling murals, 

internet memes, text messages in public spaces, and banners towed across the sky by airplanes pack a punch 

and seem to want to explode the confines and constraints of their media. Her drawings are graphical and spare 

and largely fall into one of two categories: one utilizes the aesthetics of infographics, while the other adopts the 

formal repertoire of comic strips, notably speed lines to convey action and reaction. 

 

Language, sound, body, identity and diaspora, translation, hierarchization, principles of exclusion, and societal 

norms: these are some of the vital concerns to which the artist dedicates herself in her formally diverse output. 

Many of her works share with the audience how it feels to be structurally and systematically excluded from the 

hearing majority community; to be forever subject to the rules of others and have to fight for opportunities that 

are available by default to the hearing. Kim’s art is unmistakably political, at its core demanding greater visibility 

for Deaf people and wider recognition of disability access writ large. 

 

Sign language is a constant theme on the formal and aesthetic level as well as the level of content. In recent 

years, a growing number of works by Kim have drawn a connection between systems of notation of the sort 

used in music and dance and the artist’s own graphical representation of sign language. In her works and 

lecture performances, the artist deftly explores the fundamental structures of American Sign Language, 

celebrating its inherent beauty and its powerful role as a part of Deaf identity. 

 

Besides the aesthetic qualities of non-auditive modes of communication, processes of translation in all their 

facets are another focus in Kim’s work. Her practice spans multiple languages, tracking points of convergence 

and divergence between ASL and English and often occupying both at once. Far from being fixed and 

immutable, language—spoken and signed, written and sung—is fluid and perpetually changing. 

 

Christine Sun Kim was born in Orange County, California in 1980. She currently lives and works in Berlin. 

 

  



 

Kresiah Mukwazhi 

February 17 – April 16, 2023 

Galerie 
 

 

 
 

Kresiah Mukwazhi, Thirst, 2020, video still 

 

 

Kresiah Mukwazhi, Untitled, 2022, detail 

 



 

Trained as a photographer and visual artist in Zimbabwe and South Africa, Kresiah Mukwazhi works across 

various media, including mixed media collage, sculpture, performance, and video. Resembling large-scale 

quilts, her vibrant textile works are habitually loosely hung on gallery walls or suspended from the ceiling, further 

accentuating their plasticity. Mukwazhi combines materials including canvas, satin, or petticoat, which she 

stitches and glues together with applications such as sequin. Painted with acrylic and fabric dyes, female figures 

emerge from the ground. They take on seemingly vulgar and obscene gestures, hinting at the artist’s inquiries 

into the arduous working and living conditions of female sex workers in her native Zimbabwe’s patriarchal 

society. Often remaining the last resort for sustaining themselves, prostitution further exposes them to 

exploitation and violence. 

 

Against this backdrop of precarization and marginalization, Mukwazhi’s work carefully peels out forms of 

resistance and self-empowerment. “Power or poverty?” reads one of her collages, insinuating the artist’s 

interest in Mukando (“throwing in”). Developed as an alternative economy model by a sex workers’ community, 

the Mukando cooperative formed around a shared pot. It assists its members in sustaining one another, 

establishing a form of self-organization that yields gender equality through reinforcing ties within dispossessed 

communities. Mutual support and empowerment, together with humor as a weapon and a means of resistance, 

are recurring themes underlying the artist’s work. Displaying Mukwazhi’s strong sensitivity to textuality and 

color, it juxtaposes the traumatic with the humorous, and its potency lies in holding open such dissonances. 

 

Text: Christoph Chwatal 

 

Kresiah Mukwazhi, born 1992 in Harare, lives and works in Harare, Zimbabwe. 

 

The exhibition by Kresiah Mukwazhi is a collaboration between the Secession and Nottingham Contemporary, 

where it will be presented from 27 May to 3 September 2023. 

 

  



 

Jordan Strafer 

February 17 – April 16, 2023 

Grafisches Kabinett 
 

 

 

Jordan Strafer, Untitled, 2022 

 



 

Jordan Strafer is an artist based in Brooklyn, New York, whose primary medium is video. Her work revolves 

around stories of herself and her family, while also relating to a world that reflects the complex nature of racial 

identity, gender, sexuality, class, and ‘Americanism.’ A key aspect of her practice is the thoughtful yet playful 

choreography of seemingly antagonistic emotions—both comical and tragic, intimate and factual, familiar and 

unfamiliar, repulsive and appealing situations appear in an unusually fluid manner. Drawing from true stories, 

she makes visible that realities are rarely dualistic. 

 

In recent works, the artist less often appears as a performer herself. Make-up, scenery and props play 

independent roles alongside the protagonists. The recurrent use of stylistic devices such as homemade dolls, 

masks, face painting, miniature representations, or dummies emphasizes the scene’s artificial nature. Situations 

that often seem absurd redirect the focus from the plot to our own way of seeing and—through their clearly 

staged and alienated form—allow a critical stance towards a society defined by questionable moral ideas and 

injustice. 

 

For her exhibition at the Secession, the artist is producing a new short film that deals with a romantic affair 

between a defense attorney and a juror during a nationally publicized rape trial in the United States in the 

1990s. Rather than reenacting the trial, the film focuses on the affair as a potential loophole in the justice 

system. Strafer depicts the loss of any structure and order and exposes the abuse of power, greed, and 

corruption that underlay the act of sexual violence. The film references the genre of the erotic thriller, which was 

popular at the time, and juxtaposes the deeply ambivalent feelings of fear and desire. 

 

Jordan Strafer, born in Miami in 1990. Lives and works in New York. 

 

A cooperation between Secession, Vienna; Index—The Swedish Contemporary Art Foundation, Stockholm; and 

KINDL—Centre for Contemporary Art, Berlin. 

 

  



 

Vivian Suter 

April 28 – June 18, 2023 

Hauptraum 
 

 

 

Vivian Suter, Worm in a Water Glass, Vleeshal, Middelburg, 2020, photo: Gunnar Meier 

 

 

Vivian Suter, Untitled, n.d., mixed media on canvas, 310 x 181 cm, photo: Isabel Rotzler 

 



 

The Argentinean-Swiss artist Vivian Suter has lived on a former coffee plantation in Panajachel, Guatemala, 

since the 1980s, at a far (geographical) remove from the art world, which for years paid her little attention. More 

recently, however, she has garnered considerable acclaim and her work has been shown around the world, 

including, most prominently, at documenta 14 (2017). 

 

Informed by two devastating natural disasters in 2005 and 2010—vast landslides that coated her works, which 

she had stored in a barn, with sludge and ostensibly destroyed them—her painterly oeuvre reflects a close 

interplay between art and nature. The two events mark a turning point in the evolution of her creative approach, 

having profoundly and lastingly changed her understanding of authorship. She initially thought of the traces of 

the natural phenomena as destructive damage to her canvases, but then she radically changed her mind and 

began to conceive of the interplay with nature as a productive and creative process. She now works on her 

imposing paintings both in the studio and in the open air, deliberately exposing her colorful compositions, 

typically in large formats, to the elements. The tropical garden is the scene of a playful engagement with her 

materials, with canvases resting on the sandy ground or hanging from trees; dust, mud, leaves, mangoes, and 

insects leave their traces—her paintings are shaped both by organic processes and by coincidence. 

 

Suter often presents her canvases without stretcher frames and hanging freely from the ceiling in densely 

staggered layers or on custom-built structures in sprawling installations. The visitors effectively amble through 

her painterly oeuvre, immersing themselves in a dense experience of colors, traces of the creative process, 

shapes, and abstractions. Each canvas retains its autonomy while also entering into an intimate dialogue with 

the other works, engendering a kind of evocative ecosystem of climatic, sensory, and emotional experiences. 

 

Vivian Suter was born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, in 1949 and lives and works in Panajachel, Guatemala. 

 

From May 5 to September 3, 2023, mumok - Museum moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig Wien will present the 

exhibition Fantasiefabrik by the artist Elisabeth Wild, the mother of Vivian Suter. 

 

  



 

Margaret Salmon 

April 28 – June 18, 2023 

Galerie 
 

 

 

Margaret Salmon, Boy (winter), 2022, video still 

 

 

Margaret Salmon, from the series Auto-objects, as of 2022  

 



 

Margaret Salmon creates films, photographs, and sound installations that weave together poetry and nonfiction. 

Often focusing on individuals in their everyday activities, her work captures the minutiae of daily life and infuses 

them with gentle grandeur, touching upon universal human themes.  

 

For her exhibition at the Secession, Salmon will develop a set of new films and objects exploring masculinity 

and stages of male physical and psychological development in Britain. This new site-specific installation reflects 

a line of research and inquiry that has long defined her feminist practice: the study of gendered dynamics as 

experienced in everyday life and expressed through the body and culture. 

 

Salmon won the first Max Mara Art Prize for Women in 2006. Her work was shown at the Venice Biennale in 

2007, the Berlin Biennale in 2010, and the British Art Show 9 in 2021–22 and was featured in individual 

exhibitions at Tramway, Glasgow; Witte de With, Rotterdam; and the Whitechapel Gallery, London, among 

others. 

 

Margaret Salmon was born in Suffern, New York, in 1975 and lives and works in Glasgow, Scotland. 

 

  



 

Karrabing Film Collective 

April 28 – June 18, 2023 

Grafisches Kabinett 
 

 

 

Karrabing Film Collective, for Contour, 2015 

 

 

Karrabing Film Collective, for fish trap, 2021 

 



 

The Karrabing Film Collective uses the creation of film and art installations as a form of Indigenous grassroots 

resistance and self-organization. The collective opens a space beyond binaries of the fictional and the 

documentary, the past and the present. Meaning “low tide” in the Emmiyengal language, karrabing refers to a 

form of collectivity outside of government-imposed strictures of clanship or land ownership. Shot on handheld 

cameras and phones, most of Karrabing’s films dramatize and satirize the daily scenarios and obstacles that 

collective members face in their various interactions with corporate and state entities. Composing webs of 

nonlinear narratives that touch on cultural memory, place, and ancestry by freely jumping in time and place, 

KFC exposes and intervenes into the longstanding facets of colonial violence that impact members directly, 

such as environmental devastation, land restrictions, and economic exploitation. 

 

Karrabing consists of over 50 members, all but one Indigenous stakeholders for the land, with ages from new-

born to elder. The Karrabing Indigenous Corporation seeks to integrate their parents and grandparents ways of 

life into their contemporary struggles to educate their children, create economically sustainable cultural and 

environmental businesses, and support their homeland centres. 

 

Karrabing Indigenous Corporation’s success, we believe, comes from an openness to the actual rhythms of 

everyday life in the small rural community where most Karrabing reside. By encouraging our younger members 

to take artistic leads and refusing to abide by external production protocols, Karrabing have found that the 

interest of younger members in the lands from which the linguistic knowledge emerges has increased 

exponentially. The group already has about ten young members between the ages of 15-30 who are emerging 

as Karrabing leaders. 

 

Text: Karrabing Film Collective 

 

  



 

Lazar Lyutakov 

June 30 – September 3, 2023 

Hauptraum 
 

 

 

Lazar Lyutakov, The incantation of empty events #2, 2021, SIMIAN, Kopenhagen, installation view, photo: 

GRAYSC 

 

 

Lazar Lyutakov, The Sofia Car, 2021, Largoto, Sofia Art Projects, installation view, photo: Lazar Lyutakov 

 



 

Lazar Lyutakov often appropriates everyday objects from our modern mass culture and simple industrial 

products in an effort to chart the various trajectories of their manufacture and distribution. His works scrutinize 

the prerequisites and mechanisms of commerce, including the associated politics of value production, and the 

interfaces between commodity and art. His practice is characterized by his insistent and wide-ranging study of 

the history of design and the technical aspects of presentation. 

 

The installation Way of the Sand, for example, which Lyutakov created for the Bulgarian pavilion at the Venice 

Biennale in 2019, is based on cheap beer mugs that are handmade in Vietnam out of recycled discarded and 

broken glass and using a simple glassblowing technique. He presents the unique pieces on a modular structure 

made out of acrylic glass that is likewise fractured, its materiality reflecting the manufacturing process of the 

beer glasses and contemporary marketing strategies. Toying with the manifold ambiguities between 

standardized mass merchandise and upmarket object of desire, between disposable article and sculptural 

object, Lyutakov interrogates the imbalances of a globalized market as well as the commodity character of 

works of art.  

 

In The Incarnation of Empty Events (2021), he addresses these questions from a similar angle, this time by 

turning his attention to an industrial waste product. The artist selects those metal hoods—actually designed as 

components for water heaters—that show defects because they buckled under the pressure that is necessarily 

involved in their manufacture. Lavishly and individually packaged like premium accessories or hats, the 

cardboard boxes arranged in stacks, these rejects undergo a significant upward revaluation. To mark the critical 

distance he maintains from such stratagems, Lyutakov deftly brings out the precarious instant at which the 

sublime appears to collapse into farce. 

 

Lazar Lyutakov was born in Shabla, Bulgaria, in 1977 and lives and works in Vienna. 

 

  



 

Delaine Le Bas 

June 30 – September 3, 2023 

Galerie 
 

 

 

Delaine Le Bas, Ancient & Precious, performance, Tate Liverpool, July 8, 2022, Courtesy Delaine Le Bas, 

Lincoln Cato and Yamamoto Keiko Rochaix London, photo: Lincoln Cato 

 



 

Delaine Le Bas works in a transdisciplinary way: she combines visual, performative and literary practices to 

create an artistic oeuvre that encompasses all areas of life. In her works she deals with many facets, political as 

well as private and emotional, which involve belonging to the Rom*nja people, their history and rich cultural 

heritage. On the one hand, she uses "classical" forms and techniques, especially textile techniques such as 

embroidery and appliqué, which, in conjunction with large-flowered fabrics and fantastic imagery, are 

immediately associated with clichés and stereotypes. At the same time, Le Bas subverts her own decorative 

aesthetic by openly exploring her struggles, thus defying stereotypical limitations. 

 

In her exhibitions, she stages spaces and creates moods; works and artifacts merge into an overall image. Her 

approach to materials could also be described as sustainable: she works with all means, pragmatic and 

inventive, with found objects, painting, film, drawing, embroidery, sculpture and video. Some exhibitions are 

marked by very personal and biographical explorations, while still others deal with more structural and political 

issues, such as the social position, discrimination and exclusion of marginalized groups.  

 

In her recently concluded exhibition Beware of Linguistic Engineering, Le Bas traced, from an intersectional 

perspective, the ways in which language is constructed by neoliberal politics from Thatcherism to Brexit, how 

existing exclusions are reproduced in the process, and how collective consciousness is affected. Her work is 

also an invitation to the cultural establishment to engage in self-critical discourse, because for socially and 

legally disadvantaged minorities in Europe, such as Rom*nja and Sint*izze, only the language that has been 

used for them for some time has changed, but neither the view of them, nor the socio-economic and legal 

conditions of their lives. By sharing her text-based paintings and drawings, her diaries, experiences, thoughts 

and views on today's social malaise, Le Bas creates a very personal universe in which critique becomes a 

matter of collective urgency. 

 

For her solo exhibition at the Secession, the artist is developing a new, highly personal installation that also 

takes into account the special qualities of the space, such as its location in the basement but also its immediate 

proximity to the Beethoven Frieze.  

 

Delaine Le Bas, born in Worthing, Great Britain, in 1965, lives and works there. 

 

  



 

Chen Chieh-Jen 

June 30 – September 3, 2023 

Grafisches Kabinett 
 

 

 

Chen Chieh-Jen, Realm of Reverberations, 2014, blu-ray disc, black & white, sound, four-channel video, about  

23 min. for each channel © Chen Chieh-jen Studio 

 

 

Chen Chieh-Jen, A Field of Non-Field, 2017, installation view, © Chen Chieh-jen Studio 

 



 

A long-time denizen of Taiwan’s art world, Chen Chieh-Jen’s work from the 1980s to the present has been 

exhibited internationally. To the local scene, he became renowned for Dysfunction No. 3, an interventionist 

performance on Taipei’s streets in the early 1980s. Wandering along dressed as hooded inmates, Chen and his 

contemporaries rejoindered government control through civil disobedience, forging a public sphere during times 

of oppression: From 1949 to 1987, the country was subjected to martial law, an emergency state governance 

banning free speech and public assembly. Distancing Taiwan from the neighboring People’s Republic of China, 

the innately anti-communist martial law coerced power through a one-party system, with the military and secret 

police assuming control. In Chen’s multifaceted work, the Japanese rule over Taiwan in the first half of the 20th 

century, the country’s kinship with the US during the Cold War, and its present-day neoliberalization feature as 

periodic points of departure. 

 

Turning to photography and, notably, filmmaking in the mid-1990s, the artist has since inquired into forms of 

colonization, mechanisms of marginalization, labor exploitation, and the multifarious blatant and covert forms of 

state control. To Chen’s filmic work, the particularity of sites–both actual spaces and staged ones–is essential. 

For instance, in his video work Empire’s Borders I (2008-2009), a restaged office serves as a backdrop for an 

all-female cast to reenact humiliation practices at travel visa interviews. Through his projects, the artist has 

continuously collaborated with communities, including sanatorium residents, laid-off factory workers, migrants, 

and Chinese spouses. Engaging in community-making, Chen’s work probes forms of collective resistance, as 

much as it scrutinizes Taiwan’s entanglements in a globalized world order under the auspices of neoliberalism. 

 

Text: Christoph Chwatal 

 

Chen Chieh-Jen, born 1960 in Taoyuan, Taiwan. Lives and works in Taipei, Taiwan. 

 

  



 

SoiL Thornton 

September 15 – November 12, 2023 

Hauptraum  
 

 

 

SoiL Thornton, Decomposition Evaluation, 2022, installation view, Kunstverein Bielefeld, photo: Fred Dott 

 

 

SoiL Thornton, Cellular photograph shot with apple iPhone XS on Saturday, July 27, 2019 at 1:41 PM 

 



 

Beginnings of dematerialized space/containment through exercising imagination, then exercising active 
practice? (ready to go), 2022 
One wall in each room painted chromakey green 
Unique, detail 
 
Husband Chair (KB), 2022 
Leg 1: 332 x 125 cm, height 173 cm 
Leg 2: 421 x 80 cm, height 173 cm 
Coated fabric Delinova 100, color 7211, monochrome 
External blower with dimmer and silencer 
Vertical inner cloths approx. every 30 cm 
 
Dirt photo (guarded)/Dirt photo (vulnerable), 2022 
Archival pigment prints on paper the scale of Deana Lawson’s Barrington and Father, 2021 
Ink jet prints, each in Pine Nature wood frames 
Each 194 x 154 cm, detail 
* guarded photo must be installed in a location that renders it inaccessible, covered or dismembered, blocked 
* vulnerable photo must be installed in a location that renders it fully accessible both visually and physically, 
unblocked 
 

 

SoiL Thornton’s work and persona resist categorization along preconceived notions of genre, medium, artistic 

subjectivity, biography, as well as gendered and racial identity. A 2012 Cooper Union graduate based in 

Brooklyn, New York, their work has since been exhibited widely and internationally. Until mid-2020 known by 

their given name Torey, they have been traversing boundaries between media such as painting and sculpture. 

In turn, their work expands to collage and installation, and they frequently act as a curator. 

 

A steady play with language and meaning can be grasped in their work and exhibition titles, perhaps most 

strikingly in Painting (2017): Hung on the wall, this work consists of a large steel saw blade adorned with a 

series of found painted rocks. In their practice, they have been working against the grain of some of the art 

world’s conventions, from medium specificity to questions of branding and commodification. In so doing, they 

inquire into modes of circulation of works of art and how artist-personas accrue value. To the artist, 

renegotiating the limits of artistic media and conventions of presentation seem as crucial as unsettling 

expectations and conceptions of identity directed at individuals––above all, artists. 

 

Text: Christoph Chwatal 

 

SoiL Thornton, born in 1990, lives and works in New York. 

 

  



 

Mai Ling  

September 15 – November 12, 2023 

Galerie 
 

 

 

Mai Ling, Mai Ling Kocht 2: Eating as pleasure and protest, 2021, video still, © MAI LING 

 

 

Mai Ling, documentation of the online collective protest Not Funny!, 2020, © MAI LING 

 



 

Founded in Vienna in 2019, Mai Ling is an artists’ collective and association dedicated to facilitating dialogues 

about experiences of racism, sexism, homophobia, and any kind of prejudgment, particularly against Asian 

FLINT* (women*, lesbian, inter*, non-binary, and trans*). Rooted in solidarity against patriarchal and racial 

discrimination, the group offers a protected space and growing network to give voice to the many individuals 

affected by such discrimination and foster new forms of collaboration. Encouraging and contextualizing 

contemporary Asian art and culture, Mai Ling employs a variety of artistic and discursive formats such as 

performances, texts, videos, sound, installations, talk series, interventions, and protests. 

 

Mai Ling’s name refers to an eponymous television sketch from 1979 by the German comedian Gerhard Polt 

that showcases sexist and racial stereotypes and prejudices against Asian women* in German-speaking 

society. Drawing from this work and addressing present-day issues, Mai Ling challenges the Western 

patriarchal gaze and confronts racist fantasies that keep reproducing stereotypes about “Asia” and are still 

deeply embedded and internalized by society. 

 

  



 

Mykola Ridnyi 

September 15 – November 12, 2023 

Grafisches Kabinett 
 

 

 

Mykola Ridnyi, Lost Baggage, 2019, 12th Kaunas Biennial, photo: Remis Ščerbauskas 

 

 

Mykola Ridnyi, Blind Spot, 2014, Berlin, photo: Mykola Ridnyi 

 



 

Mykola Ridnyi is an artist, sculptor, filmmaker, essayist, and curator. His performances, installations, sculptures, 

and short films reflect the social and political realities of today’s Ukraine. Crossing media boundaries, his work 

ranges from early political actions in public settings to creations that meld site-specific installation, photography, 

and moving images. In his most recent films, he has experimented with techniques of nonlinear montage and 

collage on the intersection between the documentary and fictional registers. The power of the past over our 

present and future and the manipulation of historical memories motivated by contemporary political agendas are 

among his core themes. 

 

Ridnyi is a founding member of SOSka, an artists’ collective that originated in Kharkiv, Ukraine, and coeditor of 

Prostory, an online magazine about art and society. His work has been shown in Ukraine and abroad, including 

at the Venice Biennale; the School of Kyiv—Kyiv Biennial; Pinakothek der Moderne, Munich; daad galerie, 

Berlin; Transmediale, Berlin; the Center for Art and Media, Karlsruhe; Galerie für Zeitgenössische Kunst, 

Leipzig; the Museum of Modern Art, Warsaw; and Bonniers konsthall, Stockholm. He has won numerous 

fellowships, including from the Berlin Academy of Arts; Iaspis, Stockholm; and Gaude Polonia, Cracow. In 

Austria, Ridnyi was a fellow at Künstlerhaus Büchsenhausen for six months in 2021 and, most recently, an 

artist-in-residence at Q21, Vienna, in January 2022. The 2022 edition of Steirischer Herbst showcases a 2008 

video created in response “to Russia’s unexpected assault on Georgia in 2008.” “This short war took place six 

years before the annexation of Crimea—and fourteen years before the all-out invasion of Ukraine. Today, it 

appears as a precise indication of the present war’s first appearance in the distance, transposed onto a summer 

idyll.” 

 

Mykola Ridnyi was born in Kharkiv, Ukraine, in 1985 and lives and works there. 

 

  



 

Tishan Hsu 

December 1, 2023 – January 28, 2024 

Hauptraum 
 

 

 

Tishan Hsu, Liquid Circuit, SculptureCenter, New York, 2020, installation view, photo: Kyle Knodell 

 

 

Tishan Hsu, 59th Venice Biennial, The Milk of Dreams, Arsenale, 2022, installation view, photo: Michael Yu 

 



 

We are in the early stages of Web3 and do not yet grasp what effects this new level of even more increased 

digitalization and connectivity will have on our lives. At this juncture, taking a closer look at an artist like Tishan 

Hsu, whose work is so much connected to the immediate pre-Web1-era, is tremendously fascinating and 

rewarding. Hsu’s foresight and conviction that he was witnessing the birth of a technology that would change 

and influence every single domain of life on this planet make him a pioneer in the arts-and-technology field and 

a progenitor of today’s digital art. 

 

Since entering the art world in the 1980s, Hsu has dealt with the increasing technologization of the world and its 

impact on human bodies and societies. In the dawn of the internet age, when computerization was still in its 

infancy and universal global access to the internet was a future dream, Hsu was among the visionaries who 

recognized the major impact these new technologies would have on all of us and everything taking place in the 

world, from economics to politics, from social interaction to media, arts, and culture. 

 

Like many artists who were ahead of their time, Tishan Hsu found wide recognition only much later and mostly 

with a younger generation that has instinctively recognized the language of his work as both relevant and exotic. 

 

Tishan Hsu, born in 1951 in Boston, lives and works in New York City. 

 

  



 

Charlotte Prodger 

December 1, 2023 – January 28, 2024 

Galerie 
 

 

 

Charlotte Prodger, SaF05, 2019, video still, 39 min., Courtesy the artist, Hollybush Gardens, London and 

Kendall Koppe, Glasgow, © Charlotte Prodger 

 

 

Charlotte Prodger, SaF05, 2019, video still, 39 min., Courtesy the artist, Hollybush Gardens, London and 

Kendall Koppe, Glasgow, © Charlotte Prodger 

 



 

For more than 20 years, in addition to photography, sculpture, and texts, various forms of film and video have 

been the focus of Charlotte Prodger’s work, which deals with questions of gender politics, individuality, and 

freedom. The basis of her critical attitude towards social norms is a rootedness in queer culture. In her work, 

she presents the effects of prevailing structures and social norms on humans. She is concerned with free 

spaces and unencumbered pre-forms of social life that allow the individual to develop unhindered. 

 

Prodger has followed, in real time as it were, the rapid progress in the field of video technology up to the advent 

of smartphone cameras and in recent years she has filmed almost exclusively with her smartphone, which has 

become a physical extension of the body for her. She is fascinated with its potential as prosthesis, as a 

connection between body and machine, as a nexus of the individual to the world through social media. The 

relationship of technology with the society that produces it as well as the inseparable relationship between form 

and content are the foundations for Prodger, whose work combines autobiographical topics with material from 

paleontology, anthropology, sociology, and art history. 

 

Prodger’s films are always based on personal research and are correspondingly subjectively colored. In her 

films and texts, the audience can experience intimate aspects of her life in brutal detail. Like an archaeologist, 

her work reveals a long tradition of queer culture. In contrast to this are the minimalist sculptural elements that 

she creates for her film presentations. They signify an objective, deterministic attitude and accentuate the 

work’s own contrast between personal development and structural restriction in a binary social system. In her 

work, these contradictions are combined in impressive images of subtle-sensual quality. 

 

Prodger won the renowned Turner Prize in 2018. 

 

Charlotte Prodger, born in 1974 in Bournemouth, GB, lives and works in Glasgow. 

 

  



 

Agency of Singular Investigations 

December 1, 2023 – January 28, 2024 

Grafisches Kabinett  
 

 

 

The Agency of Singular Investigations, Century Beast, 2019, photo: Moscow Museum of Modern Art 

 

 

The Agency of Singular Investigations, Dacha, 2019, photo: Moscow Museum of Modern Art 

 



 

Agency of Singular Investigations is a duo (Anna Titova & Stanislav Shuripa) of spatial practitioners in Moscow. 

It was founded in 2014 in response to the changes in the cultural and political atmosphere in Russia and seeks 

to reflect on the heightened capacities of images and communications in the construction of identities and 

worldviews. All works by Agency, weather based in practice or theory, are thought of as answers to specific 

challenges brought by historical experience and its effects on the current situation. 

 

Agency of Singular Investigations’s work has been exhibited at the 1st Biennale Warszawa, the 5th Ural 

Industrial Biennial of Contemporary Art, the 1st Riga International Biennial of Contemporary Art, the 1st Garage 

Triennial of Russian Contemporary Art, Manifesta 10 in St. Petersburg, and elsewhere. Their writing has been 

featured in a number of international publications including Russia: Art Resistance and the Conservative-

Authoritarian Zeitgeist (Routledge, 2019) and magazines like Paletten (no. 327–328, 2022) and Ord&Bild (no. 

2–3, July 2022). In 2015, Agency opened an experimental space at the Center for Creative Industries “Fabrika” 

(Moscow) dedicated to research into the narrative spaces between communication and artistic practice. 

 

Anna Titova (b. 1984) and Stanislav Shuripa (b. 1971) live and work in Moscow. 

 

  



 

Current exhibitions 

Hauptraum   Jean-Frédéric Schnyder 

    November 19, 2022 – February 5, 2023 

Galerie    The Otolith Group What the Owl Knows 

    November 19, 2022 – February 5, 2023 

Grafisches Kabinett  Patricia L. Boyd Ceiling Analysis 

November 19, 2022 – February 5, 2023 
 

Artists’ books Jean-Frédéric Schnyder. Mappe A55 

    Double-knot stitching, 24 pages, 17 images, EUR 26,40 

 Patricia L. Boyd. Ceiling Blues 

Book-leaf clamp, 192 pages, 90 images, EUR 26,40 
  

Permanent presentation Gustav Klimt, Beethoven Frieze 

Beethoven – Painting and Music in cooperation with 

Wiener Symphoniker 

 

Opening hours   Tuesday – Sunday 10 a.m. – 6 p.m. 
 

Admission    Adults € 9,50 | Students, seniors € 6,00 | Free admission for children under ten 
 

Press contact Secession Julia Kronberger 

T. +43 1 587 53 07-10, julia.kronberger@secession.at 
 

Press images download at https://www.secession.at/en/presstype/aktuell/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Public funding and supporters: 

 

 
 

Cooperation-, media partners, sponsors: 

 
 

https://www.secession.at/en/presstype/aktuell/

